Agency Information

AGENCY: FBI
RECORD NUMBER: 124-10324-10092
RECORD SERIES: MM
AGENCY FILE NUMBER: 202-25-9

Document Information

ORIGINATOR: FBI
FROM: DWYER
TO:

TITLE:

DATE: 01/18/1973
PAGES: 3

SUBJECTS:
ANTONIO VECIANA

DOCUMENT TYPE: PAPER, TEXTUAL DOCUMENT
CLASSIFICATION: Unclassified
RESTRICTIONS: 4
CURRENT STATUS: Redact
DATE OF LAST REVIEW: 06/15/1998
OPENING CRITERIA: INDEFINITE

COMMENTS: DATE RIGHT-HAND SIDE, INC LHM

Released under the John F. Kennedy Assassination Records Collection Act of 1992 (44 USC 2107 Note).
Case#: NW 53130 Date: 06-01-2017
Date received: 1-18-73
Received from (name or symbol number): MM/549-KS
Received by: R. Dwyer

Method of delivery (check appropriate blocks):
☐ in person ☐ by telephone ☐ by mail ☐ orally ☐ recording device ☐ written by informant

If orally furnished and reduced to writing by Agent:
Date:
Dictated: 1-22-73 to A.L.

Transcribed: 1-25-73

Authenticated by Informant: NA
Non evidentiary

Brief description of activity or material: Anti Castro Activity

Date of Report: 1-18-73
Date(s) of activity: Current

File where original is located if not attached: 134-1017-feb-A-122

* INDIVIDUALS DESIGNATED BY AN ASTERISK (*) ONLY ATTENDED A MEETING AND DID NOT ACTIVELY PARTICIPATE. VIOLENCE OR REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES WERE NOT DISCUSSED.

Information recorded on a card index by / on date ____________________________

Remarks:
Action taken: none
Immediate action recommended: none
Routine action recommended: Include in next report.

105-20913 PRP
105-16782 Veciana

Block Stamp

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 1-24-73 BY 5668 SWGEL (JFR)